Project Assessment Survey for Conservation Partners
Common Questions for Regional Corps

Leader Section
Hitch Location:

Hitch Dates:

Name:
2a) Did the hitch involve any of the following?

1) Where did the work take place?
 Public Trails
 Public Waterways
 Parks and Public Land



Removing Invasive Species




Establishing Native Species
Building Riparian buffers






Natural Debris Removal
New Trail Construction
Trail Maintenance or Blazing
None of the above, please
specify:

2b) If yes, how much did you accomplish this hitch: ________

acres or miles (circle one)

3) Please provide a brief overview of this hitches scope of work or service objectives:

Partner Section
1) Based on your professional expertise, did the project completed by the SCA crew increase sustainability of the
service area by…










…reducing erosion on conservation lands or water bodies?
...increasing public safe access to conservation lands or water bodies? For example: creation of a new trail,
improving the tread or corridor of an existing trail, removal of an unsafe trail structure, improving
accessibility to disabled or underserved citizens.
…decreasing the impact of visitors to conservation lands or water bodies by repairing intermittent or year
round water bodies, wet ground, or sensitive habitat?
…improving native habitat by removing invasive species, planting native species, or by other means?
…improving the infrastructure of your property leading to increased lifespan of trails, buildings, signage, or
open spaces?
…providing updated information on conservation lands or water bodies that will aid in effective recreation and
conservation management? For example: campsite status, invasive species location, wildlife monitoring.
…increasing protection of conservation lands by protecting from wildfires? For example: hazardous fuels
reduction, fireline construction, and prescribed burning.
…improving conservation land or water bodies in a way that is not listed here? If so, how?

2) What percentage of the work that you expected
to be accomplished was actually accomplished?






Less than 70%
70%-79%
80%-89%
90%-99%
100%

3a) SCA AmeriCorps Members reported completing
. Is this concurrent with your project
reporting? (answer from 2b)



Yes
No: How much?

3b) Of the amount of work verified by question 3a,
what percentage is more sustainable based on one
or more of the criteria in question 1 above?






0% -24%
25%-49%
50%-74%
75%-99%
100%

4) How would you characterize the nature of the
work accomplished this hitch?






Critical and timely projects
A mix, but mainly critical projects
Timely, but not prioritized projects
A mix, but mainly general maintenance
General maintenance or regular annual
projects

5) Would the work have been completed without
this SCA hitch?



Yes
No

6) Does the work accomplished by SCA participants
contribute to a land management or resource
protection plan?



Yes
No

6a) If yes, how does it contribute?

